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Beyond Mindfulness: Living Life through Everyday Zen, is Ken Jones’s final book, published shortly before his death from prostate cancer on 2nd August 2015. It consists of two parts. The first (187 of 235 pages) collects many of his talks and essays on Zen Buddhism, written in a jargon-free style that displays clarity, relevance and insight. His poetry and prose need to be viewed in the context of his life. 
He was for about forty years a Buddhist practitioner and teacher in the ‘silent illumination’ tradition of Soto Zen [horizontal accents on both ‘o’s please]. He defined his approach as ‘everyday Zen’’: an exploration of how to embody emotional awareness and qualities cultivated in Zen meditation (an active acceptance of the fleeting suchness of all things, a dropping off of the psycho-dramas of the illusory, non-substantive self) in the messy particulars of career, family and relationships, aging, illness and death. In the words of Hubert Benoit, which he was fond of quoting, how to cease to fight, “our lifelong unwinnable lawsuit with reality”1.. He co-founded with Jim Norton, the Red Thread Haiku Sangha, whose members (myself included) follow ‘inner path’ spiritualities (Buddhist, Daoist, Sufi, Quaker or other) and consider the writing of haiku to be a do [horizontal accent on ‘o’ please] or ‘way’. It continues to hold annual convivial gatherings of good company, good food and good conversation, in mid-Wales. He was also active in nonviolent civil protest, a well-respected writer on ‘engaged Buddhism’ and the founder of the UK Network of Engaged Buddhists. He homesteaded, with his wife Noragh, in his beloved Cwm Rheidol, until relocating, due to the deterioration of his health, to a bungalow in Aberystwyth with an unobstructed view of the Cambrian coast.

The second part presents Zen in literary and poetic terms and contains a short essay on Nagata Koi, a haiku hero, and the nineteen haibun that are the subject of this review. In his introduction, Ken Jones states that, “In their understated allusion, their paradox, irony, black comedy, and ambiguity, [haiku] nurture a Zen sensibility, whether in the writing or the reading.” 

The haibun conform to an orthodox format of a mutually enhancing synergy of haiku-informed prose interspersed with haiku. While benefitting from their embeddedness, a number of the haiku are strong enough to stand alone: 
   
   Off-shore wind                                                                This dull damp day                                       
 the heaving shingle                                                        light reflected in a rain drop
tumbling my thoughts                                                          dangling from a briar
(from The Brass Name Plate)                                               (from Here Now)
                                               Bone scan
the length
  of a Brandenburg concerto
                                       (from The Spirit Level)

However, my reservation is that the haiku are invariably centred. While this looks elegant on the page, it denies them the creative opportunities afforded by lineation. (This regrettable and increasing trend is probably the result of the use of word processors with little icons on their toolbars.)

Nine haibun relate to the privations and stripped-back pleasures of retreats. Some are solitary, sometimes even performed in caves on the mountain of Plynlimon. (One such cave being really just a fissure in the rock, measuring not much more than a sleeping bag in length and depth and too low to  sit up fully.) The affection and sympathy he felt for his students in his led retreats is evident in Two High Back Chairs, where in private teacher-student interviews, we encounter, Jack, “Young and earnest…hanging on to his shop lifted goods. A nice lad in a Zen mask, taken in for further questioning”, Amy, “Red salopettes and long blonde hair. The way she moves, she knows a thing or two. She also knows that I know she’s just called in to share the cosmic joke…”, and David, “The stride of a well-established self. His Japanese pronunciation is impressive. We shall have to turn out his pockets to see where he hides his anger, his fear, and, hopefully, his love”. And in A Room with a View, he takes Anthea, “so needy and self-absorbed as to be almost beyond my reach”, to the window to share the view of grasses and trees, flowers and birds. (All names changed to protect confidentiality.) The occasional Dharmic references will be familiar to seasoned practitioners but nowhere are inaccessible to the non-Buddhist.

The other ten haibun chart his “slow dying into death”. Overcast by his approaching demise, the details and routines of everyday life and the return to the seaside town he fled when younger. They also take us to the NHS cancer ward for the monthly assessment of his climbing PSA count (Prostate Specific Antigen) and the radiology unit, where Yama, Lord of Death, is found sporting a white coat and a striped silk tie, and to the brass name plates, onyx and polished walnut of Harley Street, in a search for alternative treatments. Going Nowhere describes a “Graceful Exit Machine”, no doubt based on an ‘exit bag’ with its plastic hood and helium canister, and a few suggestions on how best to use it, if life or suffering becomes intolerable and you don’t wish to take a one-way trip to a non-descript room in Switzerland. Whereas Bog Cotton is an imagined end point and a reaching of acceptance. Arriving in the “Isles of the Blessed, set in the Western Sea”. “Good – I see you’ve left your baggage behind” exclaims the sullen ferryman, “For you would have no use for it here.” 

Throughout the writing is vivid, assured and emotionally resonant. Encompassing the animate and the inanimate: sour bogs and tawny moors, crags and cairns, gulls and seas, pot-bellied stoves and rusty weathervanes. Kuan Yin, the Buddhist embodiment of compassion, is a constant presence. (In Buddhism, wisdom and compassion are seen not so much as two sides of the same coin, but rather as the two wings of a bird, functioning simultaneously.) 
I’ve read many of these haibun before but now see them anew. A few old favourites didn’t make the cut which is to be expected given a back catalogue of some two hundred and fifty. Ken Jones’s death inevitably deepens their poignancy. Naturally there are moments of anxiety and fear but they are never mawkish or woeful, are often peppered with a wry or dark humour, and sometimes are almost breezy. Not the evasive breeziness of denial, the breeziness of acceptance and thus the possibility of liberation…
Pale above the sea
a waning moon
a waning life

For a novice like me seeing death close up for the first time is as novel as it is scary. My future has gone and my past is a distant country. But on a good day, freed fore and aft, a lightness of being (from Ready to Cast Off, written in 2014).

Nine bows.

Ken’s publisher, at Alba, has announced that a new collection of haibun, themed around his developing illness and facing up to death, will be published this Autumn. It will be titled Gone Away.
1Hubert Benoit (1990), Zen and the Psychology of Transformation: The Supreme Doctrine, Pantheon Books
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